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on july 29, the game was released on the
playstation store and the xbox one marketplace. it

was made available for pre-order on the
playstation store, revealing the download
bandwidth sizes for the playstation 3 and

playstation 4 versions as being 11.7 gigabytes
and 25.1 gigabytes, respectively. the game was

met with a mixed reaction from critics. [20]
according to ign, it is the best metal gear game,

while gamespot noted it is comparable to the
previous two games. gamespy and ign disagreed
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that the game was as good as the previous two
games in the series, but both praised the

atmosphere and the game's plot. gamespot
commented that the game is a step backwards
from the previous metal gear games. ign and

gamespot also differed on the gameplay, with ign
calling it the best in the series, while gamespot

felt that the gameplay was a step backwards from
the previous games. gamespot was especially
critical of the game's unwinnable missions and

repetitive boss battles. gamespot also took issue
with the lack of an online multiplayer component.

[3] gamespot described the game's story as a
"radical departure" from the previous metal gear
games, but gamespy felt that its story was more

in line with metal gear solid 2: sons of liberty.
gamespot described the game's plot as

"compelling and complex," while gamespy called
it "confusing and incoherent." gamespot praised
the game's cinematics, with ign describing them

as "gorgeous." [17] ign thought the game was the
best in the series, but gamespot described the

plot as "strangely disappointing." gamespot also
agreed that the game was a step backwards from

the previous metal gear games.
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in the ps3 version, the second disc of the game
was made available as a free download for ps plus
members after the game's release. it contains the
"false life" mission, where ocelot controls snake,
featuring the eponymous voice acting from actor
shigeru izumiya. the mission is also included in
the complete edition of the game, which can be

played by anyone on the psn. the game was
announced on may 15, 2006 at a media event by

konami, entitled "the art of metal gear." it was
released for the playstation 2 on november 17,

2004 in north america and march 4, 2005 in
europe and australia. the game was officially
released in japan on december 16, 2004. on

september 1, 2015, the game was released in
japanese arcades with 15 tracks. a limited edition

version was also released with the game on
playstation 4 and xbox one with additional tracks,
an artbook, and a bonus disc featuring metal gear
solid 4s soundtrack. [124] also on september 1,

the game was released on the playstation network
for playstation 3, and the xbox live arcade for
xbox 360. [125] it was released on steam on
september 15, 2015. [126] on september 16,

2015, the game was released on playstation 4 and
xbox one in north america with the european

release following on september 22, 2015. [127]
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the game was originally set to release in 2011,
but had to be delayed due to kojima's constant

delays. it was later announced to be coming out in
2012. kojima confirmed that the game would be

getting a new director, but was unsure whether it
would be hideo kojima or not. [19] in june 2012,
kojima stated that he was working on the game

on a daily basis and that the game would be
finished in 2013. [20] on september 10, 2013, the

game was revealed to be in development and
would be released in 2014. when asked about the

game, hideo kojima stated that the game was
close to completion, but that it was not ready for

release, and that it was being produced at a "slow
pace". [21] in october 2013, konami confirmed
that the game would be released in 2014, and

that it would be the last installment of the metal
gear series. [22] on december 15, 2013, the game
was announced as a playstation 3 exclusive, but

was later confirmed to be coming to both the xbox
one and playstation 4. [23] on march 12, 2014,
kojima teased that he would be able to show a

short clip of the game. [9] on march 17, 2014, the
game was showcased at e3 2014 and got an
exclusive reveal trailer. the game released on

september 1, 2014. [3] the game was released on
the playstation 4 and xbox one on september 1,
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